Response-adaptive allocation designs refer to a class of designs where the probability an observation is assigned to a treatment is changed throughout an experiment based on the accrued responses. Such procedures result in random treatment sample sizes. Most of the current literature considers unconditional inference procedures in the analysis of response-adaptive allocation designs. The focus of this work is inference conditional on the observed treatment sample sizes. The inverse of information is a description of the large sample variance of the parameter estimates. A simple form for the conditional information relative to unconditional information is derived. It is found that conditional information can be greater than unconditional information. It is also shown that the variance of the conditional maximum likelihood estimate can be less than the variance of the unconditional maximum likelihood estimate. Finally, a conditional bootstrap procedure is developed that, in the majority of cases examined, resulted in narrower confidence intervals than relevant unconditional procedures.
Introduction
Response-adaptive allocation designs alter the probability an observation is assigned to the available treatments based on the accrued responses. Such designs have gained popularity in clinical trials due to their ability to balance ethical and experimental objectives; as a consequence observations will be referred to as subjects. This paper considers response-adaptive allocation designs with binary responses. In phase I clinical trials the toxicity profile of a drug is examined across multiple dose levels. In the context of this paper each dose level would be considered a different treatment. The phase I experimental objective is to determine the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) -defined as the highest dose with toxicity probability less than a predetermined percent. A common phase I ethical objective is to maximize the number of subjects treated at the MTD. In phase II and III clinical trials the efficacy of a set of treatments is considered. The experimental objective is to estimate the treatment success probabilities. The ethical objective is to minimize the number of treatment failures. Ethical considerations can be incorporated into responseadaptive allocation designs and balanced against the more traditional experimental objectives. The randomized play the winner (RPW) rule, [Wei (1978) ], Success Driven designs (SDD) [Durham et al. (1998) ], up and down designs [Durham and Flournoy (1994) ], sequential maximum likelihood procedures [Rosenberger et al. (2001) ] and doubly adaptive biased coin designs [Eisele (1994) and Hu and Xhang (2004) ], are a small collection of available binary response-adaptive allocation designs.
A response-adaptive allocation design is defined by a random or deterministic rule for allocating subjects to treatments. As an illustration consider the RPW(α,β ) rule defined for treatments 1 and 2 with success probabilities p 1 and p 2 , respectively. The RPW rule assigns treatments sequentially based on random draws from an adaptive urn. The initial urn is comprised of α balls of each type, 1 and 2, representing the corresponding treatment. When a response is observed β type 1 balls are added if either; a success is observed on treatment 1; or a failure is observed on treatment 2; otherwise β type 2 balls are added. Implementing a RPW rule in a clinical trial can significantly reduce the total number of expected treatment failures. Define S k (i) and N k (i) to be the number of successes and the total number of trials from the first i subjects on treatment k = (1, 2), respectively. It is well known that the unconditional maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) is the same as if no adaptation had taken place, i.e., the MLE from a sample of size n iŝ p k = S k (n)/N k (n).
Using an adaptive design increases the complexity of inference since responses are no longer independent and treatment sample sizes are random. Not only are the sample sizes random, but they are not ancillary, since their distribution depends on the underlying success probabilities. There are two approaches to inference, conditional and unconditional. In the conditional approach inference is conducted with respect to a reference set that contains only the experiments with sample sizes equal to the observed sample sizes. The unconditional approach considers the set all possible experiments regardless of the sample sizes. In the context of response-adaptive allocation designs Wei et al. (1990) , Begg (1990) , Flemming (1990) , , Antognini and Giovagnoli (2006) and Proschan and Dodd (2019) argue that the non ancillary nature of the sample sizes implies unconditional inference is preferred to conditional inference. This paper finds that their intuitive argument does not hold in general. Specifically, it is shown that conditional information can be greater than unconditional information; the variance of the conditional MLE can be less than the variance of the unconditional MLE; and conditional confidence intervals can be narrower than relevant unconditional intervals.
Conditional estimation and inference has received significant attention in adaptive designs with interim analyses. Cohen and Sackrowitz (1989) , Strickland and Casella (2003) , Pepe et al. (2009) , Cohen and Sackrowitz (2013) , Robertson et al. (2016) and Marschner and Schou (2018) propose conditional estimates and inference procedures in the context of group sequential designs. Group sequential designs are characterized by a series of interim analysis where the study terminates and/or the less successful treatment(s) are dropped from subsequent stages based on the observed success probabilities from the preceding stages. Schou and Marschner (2013) examine bias in meta-analysis of group sequential designs with early stopping rules. Koopmeiners et al. (2012) and Broberg and Miller (2017) propose conditional methods in sample size re-estimation designs. Sample size re-estimation is an adaptive design schema where the sample size for the second stage is calculated based on the success probabilities observed in the initial stage. Group sequential and sample size re-estimation designs will be explicitly excluded by the conditions, stated in Section 2, required here. However, these works serve as motivation for examining conditional inference in response-adaptive allocation designs.
In response-adaptive allocation designs conditional inference has been examined in the context of the RPW rule. Wei et al. (1990) , heuristically, found exact unconditional inference to be superior to conditional inference. However, in Sections 3 and 5 it is shown that had Wei et al. (1990) considered a more exhaustive set of treatment success probabilities they would have found cases where conditional inference was superior. In contrast to Wei et al. (1990) , Begg (1990) presents some of the negative aspects of unconditional inference for the RPW rule. Briefly, Begg (1990) argued that it is difficult to properly order the sample sample. Specifically, it is not sufficient to compare the observed p k top k from an unobserved point in the sample space to reach a conclusion regarding the relative evidence in favor or against a specific hypothesis. This problem with ordering can result in un-appealing inference properties. This ordering problem does not occur on the conditional space.
Section 2 reviews binary response-adaptive allocation designs. In Section 3 it is found that the large sample information loss (or gain) in the conditional distribution depends on the observed sample sizes. For cases where there is conditional information gain the conditional MLE is presented as alternative to the unconditional MLE. In Section 4 a conditional bootstrap method is developed that generates consistent confidence intervals for the conditional MLE. In Section 5 the distribution of the conditional MLE relative to the unconditional MLE is examined for three well known response adaptive allocation designs. For each design considered, there exist cases where the conditional MLE has a smaller variance than the unconditional MLE. Further, in the majority of cases considered the proposed conditional bootstrap results in narrower confidence intervals than relevant unconditional alternatives. Additionally, the conditional MLE was observed to have uniformly smaller bias. Finally, in Section 6 the fluoxetine placebo controlled clinical trial [Tamura et al. (1994) ] is used to demonstrate the benefits of conditional inference for a real world data set.
Preliminaries
In this section the general underlying conditions and notation for the class of response-adaptive allocation designs considered in this paper are described. A sample of n subjects will be assigned to one of K treatments, indexed by 1, . . . , K. The treatment assignments occur sequentially, meaning some of the responses and treatments of the first i − 1 subjects are known and used in the allocation of the ith subject to treatment. The distinction that only some of the responses might be available is made in order to include delayed response and batch designs.
The response of the ith the subject is denoted Y i (= 0, 1). The treatment received by the ith subject is described by a vector T T T (i) = (T i1 , . . . , T iK ), where T ik = 1 if treatment k is received by subject i and 0 otherwise. Exactly one of T ik , k = 1, . . . , K is equal to one.
Further, denote the total number of success on treatment k from the first i subjects as
The corresponding number of the first i subjects receiving treatment k is denoted
Throughout S S S(n) and N N N(n) represents random variables and s s s and n n n denote their corresponding observed values. At times the dependence on (n) is dropped from S S S(n) and N N N(n) when the meaning is clear.
Formally, a response-adaptive allocation design is given by the allocation rule that sequentially assigns subjects to treatment, i.e., a specific response-adaptive allocation design is defined by
. . , n and k = 1, . . . , K. Note this probability can have support [0, 1] . The case of 0,1 is a deterministic design. If it is (0,1) it is a randomized design. Further, for shorthand let P p p p denote the probability measure of treatment responses and E p p p denote the expectation with respect to P p p p . In this work the following conditions are required throughout.
Condition 2.1 1. The total sample size, n, is fixed. 2. The number of treatments, K, is finite. 3. The conditional responses Y i |{T i−1,k = 1} are independent with P{Y i = 1|T i−1,k = 1} = p k ∈ (0, 1) for all i = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , K. 4. Conditional on the observed data from the first i − 1 subjects the distribution of P{T ik = 1|F (i − 1)} does not depend on p p p = (p 1 , . . . , p K ) . 5. E p p p is continuous in p p p.
These conditions are not overly restrictive; however, some designs are excluded. The first condition excludes group sequential and sample size re-estimation designs. The second condition excludes dose finding phase I or phase II trials where treatments are selected from a continuous dose space. The third excludes designs with non-binary responses. The class of designs meeting these criteria is broad and includes all of the designs mentioned in the introduction as well as many others.
It is well documented that the joint likelihood from an adaptive experiment is proportional to the likelihood of an experiment that contained no adaptation [see Ford et al. (1985) ]. Therefore, under conditions 2.1, the joint likelihood, from n subjects, is
However, only the likelihoods are the same; in response-adaptive allocation designs the minimal sufficient statistic for p p p is X X X(n). The distribution of X X X(n) differs significantly from a design with n independently distributed Bernoulli trials. The score function, the derivative of the log-likelihood, for adaptive designs satisfying conditions 2.1, is
Setting Ψ Ψ Ψ = 0 demonstrates thatp p p is the unconditional maximum likelihood estimate (UMLE) of p p p. However,p p p is not one to one with the minimal sufficient statistic X X X(n) and is therefore not sufficient.
Illustrative Examples
The first example is the RPW rule described in the introduction. For the RPW rule the ith subject is allocated to treatment 1 with probability
The second example is the SDD. The SDD is an adaptive urn design similar to the RPW rule. The motivation behind this design is that a failure on one treatment does not provide information about the probability of a success for any other treatment. A SDD(α,β ), defined for two treatments, has an initial urn comprised of α balls of each type, 1 and 2, representing the corresponding treatment. If a success is observed on treatment 1 (2) then β type 1 (2) balls are added otherwise the urn remains unchanged. For the SDD design the ith subject is allocated to treatment k with probability
The third design is a from the class of sequential maximum likelihood procedures (SMLP) targeting efficiency. As stated by Melfi and Page (1998) , for independent binary responses the variance of thep 2 −p 1 is minimized when
proportion of subjects are assigned to treatment 1 and 1 − r 1 proportion are assigned to treatment 2. This allocation scheme is referred to as Neyman allocation. In practice it is not possible to assign subjects according to this allocation since p 1 and p 2 are unknown.
and define the probability the ith patient is allocated to treatment 1 as
This will be referred to as the Neyman allocation design (NAD).
Information
This section presents unconditional and conditional information in response adaptive allocation designs. There are two common measures of information; observed and expected, both measures will be introduced and described. The main result of this section is a description of the asymptotic efficiency of the conditional information relative to the unconditional information.
Unconditional Information
Observed Fisher information is defined as the second derivative of the log-likelihood evaluated at the UMLE. Under the current framework it is straightforward to show that observed Fisher information is
We will refer to this as unconditional observed information. In general, the total expected Fisher information of the joint distribution is by definition the variance of the score function, i.e.,
Under conditions 2.1 the derivatives and integrals can be exchanged in (1) and as shown in Antognini and Giovagnoli (2006) it can be rewritten as
This will be referred to as the unconditional expected information. Practically, finding this expectation can be technically challenging. For this reason the unconditional observed information is commonly used in practice. Let
. Unconditional observed and expected information are asymptotically equivalent when the following conditions hold in addition to 2.1.
. . , K in probability as n → ∞. 2.p p p → p p p in probability as n → ∞. Athreya and Karlin (1968) and Melfi et al. (2001) can be used to determine when 3.1.1 holds almost surely. Melfi and Page (2000) provide powerful results to determine if 3.1.2 holds, again almost surely. For many response adaptive allocation designs condition 3.1 holds and the unconditional expected and observed information are asymptotically equivalent.
Both measures of information can be used to find the asymptotic distribution of the UMLE. Let Rosenberger et al. (1997) provide conditions that ensure that
where I I I K is the K × K identity matrix and Z Z Z j can be Z Z Z,Ẑ Z Z exp orẐ Z Z obs . This justifies the use unconditional observed and expected information for for hypothesis testing and inference for many large sample response-adaptive allocation designs. May and Flournoy (2009) show that in certain cases when the Rosenberger et al. (1997) conditions are not satisfied that (2) still holds forẐ Z Z obs . In adaptive designs with normal errors Lin et al. (2019) also found that normalizing by the unconditional observed information results in asymptotic normality. This indicates that unconditional observed information may have broader application in the context of response-adaptive allocation designs than the unconditional expected information.
Conditional Information
In this work, conditional information is defined as the information in the conditional likelihood L c (p p p; s s s, n n n) = P{S S S(n) = s s s|N N N(n) = n n n}.
Conditional expected and observed information, with respect to L c , have not been well described, in general, either exactly or approximately. In this section a convenient expression for the conditional expected and observed information is derived.
Denote the conditional score function as
By definition the conditional expected and observed information are
respectively. However, the above definitions are not easily calculated and do not provide immediate insight into the conditional information relative to their unconditional counterpart. The following theorem presents useful forms for the conditional observed and expected information.
Theorem 1 Under Condition 2.1 and if 0 < n k < n or all k = 1, . . . , K then
where
This theorem provides expressions for the conditional information measures that do not require differentiation. Using these expressions the computation time required to compute I S S S|N N N (p p p) and J S S S|N N N (p p p) are significantly reduced. Monte Carlo methods can be used to compute these quantities approximately which can further reduces computation time. Theorem 1 shows that the difference between conditional observed information and conditional expected information is proportional to the conditional bias of the UMLE. If the UMLE has significant bias then the two can differ significantly. Under condition 3.1 the conditional bias will converge to 0 as n → ∞; therefore for large n the two conditional information measures will be equal for many designs.
More than one conditional paradigm exists. Silvey (1980) and Ford et al. (1985) considered the appropriateness of "ignoring" the adaptive nature of the design. This can be formalized as conditional information by considering the conditional information of the ith subject. First, the conditional likelihood for ith subject is proportional to
Then the expected information from subject i conditioned on t t t i is
on the kth diagonal. Recall, only one t ik , k = 1, . . . , K can be equal to one. Therefore, the total per subject conditional information is
This is exactly the same as the expected information from a design with n n n fixed in advance. In the preceding section it was shown that for many designs Λ n n n is asymptotically equivalent to both I S S S,N N N (p p p) and J S S S,N N N (p p p). This form of conditional expected information has been considered in Antognini and Giovagnoli (2006) where they have shown, in a more general setting, that asymptotically unconditional expected information and expected information conditioned on the set of observed treatment allocations are asymptotically equivalent. The next section demonstrates that the asymptotic behavior of I S S S|N N N (p p p) and J S S S|N N N (p p p) are not asymptotically equivalent to I S S S,N N N (p p p) and I S S S,N N N (p p p). This distinguishes the conditional inference in this paper from the information obtained by ignoring the adaptive nature of the design.
Relative Information
As previously remarked, Wei et al. (1990) and Begg (1990) found exact conditional inference for the RPW rule to be inferior to exact unconditional inference. Wei et al. (1990) , Flemming (1990) , and Antognini and Giovagnoli (2006) have suggested there is significant information loss in the conditional distribution. Such comments are intuitive; however, it is not immediately clear if they are rigourous. In this section the previously derived expressions of information are used to define a measure of relative efficiency. The proposed definition of the relative efficiency will be used to examine these statements regarding conditional information more explicitly.
As previously suggested, under conditions 2.1 and 3.1 Λ N N N , I S S S,N N N (p p p) and J S,N (p p p), scaled by n −1 converge to the same constant matrix. Under the same conditions I S S S|N N N (p p p) and J S|N (p p p), scaled by n −1 , are asymptotically equivalent. However, it is not clear if the conditional measures converge to a constant matrix, which is a regularity condition traditionally required to establish the asymptotic normality of the conditional MLE [see Andersen (1970) ]. The relative efficiency defined in this section will also be used to investigate the convergence of the conditional information measures.
Under conditions 2.1 and 3.1 the expected relative efficiency, defined as I S S S|N N N (p p p){I S S S,N N N (p p p)} −1 , and the observed relative efficiency, defined as J S S S|N N N (p p p){J S S S,N N N (p p p)} −1 , are both asymptotically equivalent to
The proof is straightforward and omitted. We will refer to (3) as the relative efficiency since it is asymptotically equivalent to both observed and expected relative efficiency. Note that the relative efficiency is a symmetric matrix.
When the relative efficiency is greater, say in Loewner order, than the identity matrix, i.e. Var[Z Z Z|N N N(n)] ≥ I I I K , it indicates that conditional information is greater than unconditional. The converse is true if it is less than I I I K . This definition of relative efficiency also provides insight into the difficulty in assessing asymptotic relative information gain/loss rigourously. As stated in equation (3) Consider the histograms for the RPW rule. The first notable feature is that the relative efficiency does not appear to converge to a constant, but instead converges to a non-degenerate distribution. The non-degeneracy of the relative efficiency has two implications. First, assessing the loss, or potentially gain, associated with conditional information is not straightforward, since it clearly depends on the observed treatment sample sizes. Second, the conditional observed and expected information measures do not appear to converge to a constant matrix. The figures also show that there exists non-zero probability that the conditional information is greater than the unconditional information. For p 1 = p 2 = 0.5 and 0.7 the majority of the probability is under 1.0. This is also true for values below 0.5 but is not shown here. However, for p 1 = p 2 = 0.9 there is significant probability that the relative efficiency will be greater than 1.0. These figures also provide insight into why Wei et al. (1990) concluded that unconditional inference is superior, since cases where both p 1 and p 2 were greater than 0.7 were not contained in the set of conditions considered in Wei et al. (1990) .
The figures for the SDD and the NAD also show a similar non-degenerate limiting behavior. For the SDD there is significant probability the relative efficiency is above 1.0 in all cases. This would indicate that conditional inference might be superior for a more substantial portion of the parameter space. This will be supported in the distribution study of Section 5. For the NAD, when p 1 = p 2 = 0.5 the distribution of the relative efficiency is highly right skewed and the mode is near 1.0. It might be expected that conditional inference will be better when the true value of the parameters are in the middle of the parameter space.
The main point of this section has been to demonstrate that conditioning does not always represent information loss. For each of the 27 examples shown (3 samples for each of the 9 conditions) there is non-zero probability that conditional information is greater than unconditional information in 24 of them. Further, for each design there exist a subset of the parameter space where conditional information appears better with probability greater than one-half. For small and moderate sample sizes comparing the behavior of Var[Z Z Z|N N N(n)] may not be and adequate description of the behavior of conditional and unconditional inference, which has greater practical implication than information. To better assess the small sample conditional inference properties the next section presents conditional estimation and inference.
Conditional Inference
The preceding section demonstrated that there can exist cases where the conditional information is greater than the unconditional information. If statistical inference is defined as assessing the precision, using confidence intervals or standard errors, of a relevant estimate, then this is a justification for the investigation of a conditional estimate and its corresponding confidence interval. In this section the conditional maximum likelihood estimate (CMLE) is considered. 
Estimation
The CMLE is defined asp
Theorem 2 Under condition 2.1 the solution to (4) is equivalent to the solution tô
This theorem shows that the CMLE is also the conditional method of moments estimator. This form is convenient since because responses are dependent conventional maximum likelihood theory cannot be used directly to establish the asymptotic properties of the CMLE. Define the normalized CMLE as
where H H H can be either I S S S|N N N (p p p) or J S S S|N N N (p p p). For Z Z Z H H H the following can be shown.
Theorem 3 Under conditions 2.1 and 3.1p
This theorem establishes that the CMLE a is consistent estimate with a variance that is asymptotically equivalent to the inverses of I S S S|N N N (p p p) and J S S S|N N N (p p p). The above theorem falls short of proving the asymptotic distribution of the normalized CMLE is standard multivariate normal. The difficulty in proving this limiting result was alluded to in the discussion of Figure 1 where it was shown that it is not appropriate to assume that n −1 I S S S|N N N (p p p) converges in probability to a constant matrix. However, an extensive simulation study was conducted (data not shown) and it was found that Z Z Z H H H does indeed appear to be asymptotically standard multivariate normally distributed. A barrier to implementing the CMLE is the computational complexity associated with it. For example, using Theorem 2 to find the MLE requires E [p p p|N N N(n)] to be computed exactly. This has no known solution, neither in general nor for the specific adaptive designs introduced in Section 2. Wei (1988) developed a networking algorithm to generate the distribution of response-adaptive allocation designs. This procedure is not given here, instead see Wei (1988) or Ivanova and Rosenberger (2000) for details regarding this network algorithm. Once this distribution is found it is then required to solve for p p p using the equation (4) 
Confidence Intervals
In this section a bootstrap confidence interval for the CMLE is developed. First, two unconditional confidence interval procedures are reviewed. Wald confidence intervals for p k of the form
whereΛ (kk) n n n is the kth diagonal element ofΛ n n n and z α is the 1 − α quantile of the standard normal distribution are asymptotically justified when the conditions of Rosenberger et al. (1997) or May and Flournoy (2009) are satisfied. However, Rosenberger and Hu (1999) found (6) had a tendency to be anti-conservative, as a result they developed a parametric bootstrap procedure, which they found nearly always outperformed (6). The Rosenberger and Hu (1999) procedure will be referred to as the unconditional bootstrap procedure. Briefly, the unconditional bootstrap procedure is to, first, generate a bootstrap distribution by replicating the response adaptive allocation design using the observed success probabilitiesp p p in place of the true success probabilities p p p. For each bootstrap replication denote S S S * and N N N * as the vectors of successes and sample sizes observed in the replication. Then the percentile bootstrap intervals are defined as the α/2 and (1 − α/2) quantiles of the bootstrap distribution ofp p p * . The approximate normality of the CMLE has not been established and Wald confidence interval may not be appropriate. Instead, a conditional bootstrap procedure is proposed for confidence intervals for the CMLE. An obvious analog to the unconditional bootstrap procedure is to repeat the procedure findingp p p * in place ofp p p * in each bootstrap replication and then base the intervals on the relevant conditional quantiles ofp p p * . However, the computation time required to computep p p * makes such a procedure impractical even for moderate sample sizes. To reduce computation time a conditional bootstrap procedure is developed that exploits the monotonicity ofp k with respect to S k (n). The monotonicity relation is shown in Appendix D. The importance of monotonicity is that, on the conditional space, the ordering of S k (n) corresponds to the ordering ofp k . The following modified conditional bootstrap procedure can be used to generate conditional confidence intervals for p k , k = 1, . . . , K.
1. Generate B replicates of the response adaptive allocation design using the observed success probabilitiesp p p in place of the true success probabilities p p p. The above bootstrap procedure creates intervals for each p k , k = 1, . . . , K separately. It is not necessary to repeat step 1 for each p k of interest. Finding the percentiles in terms of S k (n) and then calculating the CMLE at only the desired points avoids calculatingp * k for each bootstrap replicate. However, it should be understood thatp * k is not a monotonic function of S j (n), j = k. Therefore, the there may exist a trade-off in precision for reducing the computation time by not calculatingp * k for every replicate.
Consistency of the Conditional Bootstrap
As previously stated, heuristically it has been observed that the distribution of the normalized CMLE, Z Z Z H H H , is approximately normally distributed. If this were true then the consistency of the conditional bootstrap would follow from approximately normality. However, it is desirable to avoid relying on this is unproven result to generate confidence intervals. The following theorem ensures the consistency of the conditional bootstrap distribution without relying on the approximately normality of Z Z Z H H H .
Theorem 4 Under conditions 2.1 and 3.1 the following holds
in probability as n → ∞.
Proof is in the appendix. 
Distribution Study
This section evaluates the performance of unconditional and conditional inference for the three examples given in Section 2. Specifically, the following are reported: (1) the total absolute bias, TBias(
(3) the relative length defined as
where Lp k and Lp k are the the 95% Bonferonni simultaneous unconditional and conditional intervals for p i , i = 1, 2, respectively; and (4) the coverage of the of the simultaneous intervals, denoted Cp p p and Cp p p . When assessing the relative performance of the CMLE it is important to compare both the relative variance and the relative performance of the confidence intervals. The Rel-Var is a measure of the variance the CMLE relative to the variance of the UMLE. The Rel-L measures the efficiency of the proposed conditional bootstrap method relative to unconditional procedures. The interpretation for both Rel-Var and Rel-L is that values greater than 1 indicate that conditional inference is better for the respective measure. Unconditional confidence intervals were computed using both the Wald and bootstrap procedures described in Section 4. Both are defined relative to the conditional bootstrap procedure proposed in that same section. The coverage of the Wald intervals and their length relative to the conditional bootstrap are denoted C Ŵ p p p and Rel-L W (p p p,p p p), respectively. The same quantities are denoted C B p p p and Rel-L B (p p p,p p p) for the unconditional bootstrap intervals. For the RPW and the SDD α = β = 1 are used. For all 3 the designs results are given for n = 25, 50, p 1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, p 2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and α = 0.05. Note p 1 = a and p 2 = b gives the exact same results as p 1 = b and p 2 = a and thus duplicate entries are not included in the table. Cases wherep k = 0, 1 or N k (n) = 0, k = 1, 2 were excluded. Tables 1, 2 and 3 report the results for the SDD, RPW rule and NAD, respectively. Figure 1 indicated that conditional information was likely to be more beneficial in the SDD than for the RPW rule. For this reason, the results for the SDD, reported in Table 1 , are described first. For both sample sizes the Rel-Var(p p p,p p p) was greater than 1 for many of the parameter values considered. This is what was predicted in the discussion of Figure 1 and indicates that conditional MLE is more efficient, with respect to the trace of variance, than the unconditional MLE for much of the parameter space; specifically, when both treatment success probabilities are greater than 0.5. Just as significant is that the Rel-L B (p p p,p p p) is greater than 1 in every case except when p 1 = p 2 = 0.1 and the Rel-L W (p p p,p p p) was greater than 1 in every case. This implies that the SDD conditional confidence intervals are nearly uniformly narrower than the corresponding unconditional internals. For example when n = 50 and p 1 = p 2 = 0.7 the conditional intervals are on average nearly 1/2 the width of their unconditional bootstrap counterpart. Both the conditional and unconditional bootstrap confidence intervals provide coverage near the nominal level (95%) for most of the parameter space; however, they are conservative when the success probabilities are near 0 or 1. The unconditional Wald confidence intervals had a tendency to be unacceptably anti-conservative, as observed by Rosenberger and Hu (1999) . The total absolute bias ofp p p is uniformly less than the total absolute bias ofp p p.
Next, consider the RPW rule reported in Table 2 . There are many cases where Rel-Var(p p p,p p p), Rel-L B (p p p,p p p) and Rel-L W (p p p,p p p) are greater than 1; however, fewer cases were found than for the SDD. Once again conditional inference performed better as the success probabilities increase, in particular when both p 1 and p 2 are greater than 0.7. This agrees with what was observed in Figure 1 . It is of interest to note that Smyth and Rosenberger (1995) show that there is a phase transition such that N k (n), normalized by its mean and variance, is asymptotically normally distributed only when p 1 + p 2 < 1.5. There may be a connection with this phase transition and the conditional information; however, this has not been investigated theoretically. Once again the coverage of both bootstrap intervals was adequate; but the coverage of the Wald intervals were significantly anti-conservative in many cases. For the RPW rule the total absolute bias ofp p p is uniformly less than that ofp p p.
Finally, consider the NAD, reported in Table 3 . The Rel-Var(p p p,p p p) was greater than 1 when the success probabilities were both between 0.3 and 0.7. When n = 25 the Rel-L B (p p p,p p p) and the Rel-L W (p p p,p p p) were greater than 1 in all but a single case. However, when n was increased to 50 the relative length of the conditional and unconditional bootstrap confidence intervals was fairly balanced.
In summary. For each design and each sample size there are cases where the variance of the CMLE was less than the variance of the UMLE, at least with respect to A-optimality. Further, in the 90 different cases presented (3 designs, 2 samples sizes and 15 parameter conditions) the length of the conditional bootstrap confidence intervals was at least as narrow as the corresponding unconditional bootstrap confidence intervals in 66 cases. The conditional bootstrap confidence intervals was at least as narrow as the corresponding unconditional Wald confidence intervals in 80 out of 90 cases. Overall both of the bootstrap confidence interval procedures exhibited adequate coverage. The Wald confidence intervals exhibited a concerning tendency to be anti-conservative. The bias of the CMLE was uniformly better than the UMLE. This simulation study demonstrates that there is significant justification for the use of conditional inference in response adaptive allocation designs.
The same distribution study was conducted for designs with the objective of optimizing the variance with respect to the simple difference, relative risk and odds ratio [see Rosenberger and Lachin (2002) ch. 10] . For each of these designs the findings were similar to designs presented in this section. There were always cases where conditional inference was superior to unconditional and visa versa. Tables for these designs are presented in the supplementary materials. A significance level of α = 0.10 was also considered; however, the the results were similar to what is described and are not shown.
One pattern that is present in all cases was that the conditional confidence intervals had greater relative efficiency than the relative efficiency of the conditional variance. Specifically, Rel-L B (p p p,p p p) was always greater than Rel-Var(p p p,p p p). The true cause of this observation is unknown; however, it is speculated it is, at least in part, caused by the ordering problem discussed in Begg (1990) . The Rosenberger and Hu (1999) procedure orders the bootstrap distribution only with respect top * k . Since, on the unconditional spacep k is not a sufficient statistic the simple ordering interval does not fully incorporate the observed sample sizes. If an ordering scheme could be developed that incorporated bothp k and the observed sample size it is possible that this could increase the efficiency of the unconditional bootstrap procedure for small and moderate sample sizes.
Real Data Example
We illustrate the performance of conditional and unconditional inference for the fluoxetine-placebo controlled clinical trial. The study along with extensive details can be found in Tamura et al. (1994) . Rosenberger and Hu (1999) also consider this example. In the trial patients were stratified into two groups, those with normal rapid eye movement latency (REML) and those with shortened REML. Randomization took place separately within strata. The trial initialized with the first six patients in each strata assigned to treatment according to a permuted block randomization. After this initialization a RPW(1,1) was used for the duration, once again separately for each strata. The RPW allocation rule was updated based on defining a success as a greater than 50% reduction in the Hamilton Depression Scale in two consecutive visits at least three weeks post therapy. Note this was considered a surrogate marker for the primary endpoint 50% reduction in the Hamilton Depression Scale between baseline and the final study visit. We will analyze the surrogate marker since it more accurately reflects response adaptive allocation as presented in this paper.
This trial had many design related complications; see Tamura et al. (1994) for additional details. In this section Table 1 : Exact results for the total absolute bias, relative variance, relative length and coverage of the confidence intervals, forp p p andp p p for the SDD. Values n = 25, 50, p 1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, p 2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and α = 0.05 were used.
the inference procedure accounts for only the permuted block randomization initialization, the RPW(1,1) responseadaptive randomization following the initialization, and the stratified randomization. For patients in the shortened REML strata the UMLEs werep 1 = 3/17 = 0.18 andp 2 = 7/12 = 0.58 for the placebo and fluoxetine, respectively. Conversely, the CMLEs werep 1 = 0.10 andp 2 = 0.73. This represents a significantly different picture of the expected probabilities of success from the UMLE. The 95% simultaneous bootstrap unconditional confidence intervals are (0.00,0.44) for p 1 and (0.29,0.81) for p 2 . Alternatively, the conditional 95% simultaneous bootstrap confidence intervals are (0.03, 0.41) for p 1 and (0.22,0.88) for p 2 .
For patients in the normal REML strata there UMLEs werep 1 = 10/18 = 0.56 andp 2 = 8/14 = 0.57 for the placebo and fluoxetine, respectively. Conversely, the CMLEs werep 1 = 0.53 andp 2 = 0.62. The 95% simultaneous bootstrap unconditional confidence intervals are (0.21,0.81) for p 1 and (0.23,0.82) for p 2 . The conditional 95% simultaneous bootstrap confidence intervals are (0.27, 0.79) for p 1 and (0.28,0.84) for p 2 .
Using either conditional or unconditional inference there is little evidence of a fluoxetine benefit with respect to Table 2 : Exact results for the total absolute bias, relative variance, relative length and coverage of the confidence intervals, forp p p andp p p for the RPW. Values n = 25, 50, p 1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, p 2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and α = 0.05 were used.
the surrogate marker. However, the conditional intervals were narrower than their unconditional counterpart for 3 of the 4 parameters of interest.
Discussion
This paper compared conditional and unconditional information and inference in binary response adaptive allocation designs. The primary message is that the intuitive arguments found in Wei et al. (1990) , Begg (1990) , Flemming (1990) , , Antognini and Giovagnoli (2006) and Proschan and Dodd (2019) , that the treatment sample sizes contain evidence regarding the effectiveness of the treatments implies conditional information and inference is inferior to unconditional information and inference do not hold in general. Specifically, it was shown that conditional information can be greater than unconditional information,the variance of the CMLE can be less than the variance of the UMLE and conditional confidence intervals can be narrower than relevant unconditional intervals.
To compare information an expression for the conditional information relative to unconditional information was Table 3 : Exact results for the total absolute bias, relative variance, relative length and coverage of the confidence intervals, forp p p andp p p for the NAD. Values n = 25, 50, p 1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, p 2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and α = 0.05 were used.
derived. Using relative information it was shown that it is indeed possible for conditional information to exceed unconditional information. Through heuristics it was observed that this is likely to be true even for large samples sizes. For conditional inference the CMLE was considered in place of the UMLE. The performance of conditional inference was examined in a distribution for three well known response adaptive designs. For each design considered it was found that there exists significant subsets of the parameter space such that the variance of the CMLE was less than the variance of the UMLE. A conditional bootstrap procedure was also proposed that provides consistent coverage. Further, in the majority of cases examined it was found that the this conditional bootstrap procedure resulted in significantly narrower confidence intervals than the relevant unconditional procedures.
A final remark is that conditional inference was not superior to the unconditional inference in every case. Our recommendation to decide which will provide better inference would be to conduct a rigourous simulation study for the design and the expected success probabilities. Then select the inference procedure, conditional or unconditional, that performed best under the expected experimental conditions.
A Proof of Theorem 1
Denote the likelihood of N N N(n) as L n n n (p p p; n n n) = P{N N N(n) = n n n}.
Denote the score function of L n n n as Φ(p p p; n n n) = ∂ ∂ p p p L n n n (p p p; n n n).
The observed information, with respect to p p p, contained in L n n n iṡ
The following lemma describes the first and second derivatives of Φ.
Lemma 1 Under Conditions 2.1
Proof of Lemma. We use a technique similar to that of Coad and Ivanova (2001) . For shorthand let P p p p denote the probability measure of treatment responses and E p p p denote the expectation with respect to P p p p . Further denote the likelihood ratio
The first and second derivatives of R(p p p; s s s, n n n) can be shown to bė R(p p p; s s s, n n n) = Λ n n n (p p p − p p p)R(p p p; s s s, n n n) R(p p p; s s s, n n n) = Λ n n n (p p p − p p p) − Λ n n n + Λ n n n (p p p − p p p)(p p p − p p p) T Λ n n n R(p p p; s s s, n n n).
The fundamental identity of sequential analysis [see Woodroofe (1982) ] ensures that dP p p p = R(p p p; s s s, n n n)dP 1 1 1/ / /2 2 2 , where P 1 1 1/ / /2 2 2 represents the probability measure with p 1 = · · · = p K = 1/2. Note the assumption that E p p p is continuous in p p p ensures derivatives and integrals are interchangeable; therefore,
= ∂ ∂ p p p I(N N N(n) = n n n)R(p p p; s s s, n n n)dP 1 1 1/ / /2 2 2 = Λ n n n I(N N N(n) = n n n)(p p p − p p p)R(p p p; s s s, n n n)dP 1 1 1/ / /2 2 2
From the definition of Φ we get
Using steps similar to (7) one can show that
This concludes the proof of the Lemma.
Returning to the proof of the theorem. Per Lemma 1 the conditional score function can be written
From the above we findΓ (p p p; s s s, n n n) = Λ n n n Var[p p p|N N N(n) = n n n]Λ n n n − D(p p p).
Evaluating the above at p p p =p p p gives the conditional observed information as stated.
From (8) it is clear that E [Γ(p p p; s s s, n n n)|N N N(n) = n n n] = 0.
Therefore, we can write the conditional expected information
T |N N N(n) = n n n Λ n n n = Λ n n n Var[p p p|N N N(n) = n n n]Λ n n n as stated.
B Proof of Theorem 2
From Lemma 1 the log-likelihood of the conditional distribution can be written
Setting equal to 0 and re-arranging terms yields the result of the theorem.
C Proof of Theorem 3
First, note that E[p p p|N N N(n) = n n n] = p p p − b b b n n n (p p p), were b b b n n n (p p p) is the bias ofp p p. Thenp p p satisfies
By assumption b b b n n n (p p p) → 0 in probability as n → ∞; therefore,
in probability as n → ∞. Further from (9)
A Taylor series expansion of the bias with respect to p p p around p p p yields
Using the methods of Lemma (1) we shoẇ
Using the form of (∂ /∂ p p p)P{N N N(n) = n n n} as given in (7) and (13) we can rewritė
Substituting (14) into (12), then further substituting (12) into (11) and re-arranging terms we have
Equation (10) implies that o p (||p p p − p p p||) = o p (1). Multiplying both sides of the above by I S S S|N N N (p p p) 1/2 as defined in Theorem 1 we get
Finally, squaring and taking the conditional expectation of both sides of the above yields
where H H H can be either I S S S|N N N (p p p) or J S S S|N N N (p p p) due to their asymptotic equivalence. Further, since the bias converges to zero in probability as shown by (10) we can replace E[Z Z Z H H H |N N N(n) = n n n] with Var[Z Z Z H H H |N N N(n) = n n n]. Therefore,
which implies the result of the theorem.
D Monotonicity of the conditional MLE
Let h h h(p p p) = E[p p p|N N N(n)] and recall from Theorem 2 thatp p p is defined as the solution tô
From (13) it can be deduced that
The assumption that E p p p is continuous in p p p ensures that h h h is continuously differentiable. Therefore, by the inverse function theorem h h h is invertible near p p p. This implies that if N N N(n) and S S S (i) (n) are given then h h h is a monotone function of S i (n).
E Proof of Theorem 4
Let P * represent the empirical probability measure given X X X(n) = {S 1 (n), . . . , S K (n), N 1 (n), . . . , N K−1 (n)}. We begin by showing the consistency of the conditional probability measure.
The above ensures the consistency of the inverse of F * at α, i.e.,
in probability as n → ∞. Let h k be the kth element of h h h = (h 1 , . . . , h K ) T as defined in (15), then by continuity and monotonicity we have thatp
in probability as n → ∞. The right hand side of the above is the solution with respect to x of
This completes the proof.
Supplement: Additional Examples
We examine conditional and unconditional inference for three additional response adaptive allocation designs. Each of these designs targets optimizing the variance of a function of the observe treatment success probabilities. The general approach such these designs is described in ch. 10. Briefly, for each design there is a function R * that represents the optimal allocation with respect to the function of interest. The allocation rule for R * is defined as
.
The three functions considered here are the simple difference, p 2 − p 1 ; the odds ratio, p 1 (1 − p 2 )/p 2 (1 − p 1 ); and the relative risk, (1 − p 2 )/(1 − p 1 ). The optimal allocation for the simple difference, the odds ratio and the relative risk are
respectively. To estimate R * in the design we usep ′
] as in the NAD described in the main text. Tables 1, 2 and 3 present the results for the simple difference, relative risk and odds ratio, respectively. The findings for each of these designs is similar to those found for the designs considered in the main text. For each design and each sample size there are cases where the variance of the CMLE was less than the variance of the UMLE, at least with respect to the trace. The length of the conditional bootstrap confidence intervals are narrower than both the corresponding unconditional bootstrap confidence and the unconditional Wald confidence intervals in the majority of cases. Overall both of the bootstrap confidence interval procedures exhibited adequate coverage. The Wald confidence intervals exhibited a concerning tendency to be anti-conservative. The bias of the CMLE was uniformly better than the UMLE. Table 1 : Exact results for the total absolute bias, relative variance, relative length and coverage of the confidence intervals, forp p p andp p p for the simple difference. Values n = 25, 50, p 1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, p 2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and α = 0.05 were used. Table 2 : Exact results for the total absolute bias, relative variance, relative length and coverage of the confidence intervals, forp p p andp p p for the odds ratio. Values n = 25, 50, p 1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, p 2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and α = 0.05 were used. Table 3 : Exact results for the total absolute bias, relative variance, relative length and coverage of the confidence intervals, forp p p andp p p for the relative risk. Values n = 25, 50, p 1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, p 2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and α = 0.05 were used.
